Outworld Botanicals, LLC - 2015 Asheville Hwy.
Hendersonville, NC 28791

Phone: - Email: orders@outworldbotanicals.com

Crazy Sauce (12 Bottles)

Price: $144.00

Short Description
Crazy SauceTM is a unique, proprietary, blend of hemp derived cannabinoids placed into a
single dose tincture that gives an uplifting, creative, euphoria like effect which lasts
upwards of 6 to 8 hours. Effects generally will be felt 1 to 2 hours after consumption if
taken on an empty stomach, which is the preferred method. When taken on a full stomach
effects may not be felt for 2 to 3 hours. Taking Crazy Sauce will most likely lead to a
failed drug test for THC even though the Delta 9 THC levels are < 0.3%. Do not operate
any moving or stationary vehicle or equipment after taking Crazy SauceTM and keep it
away from anybody under the age of 18. Also, do not consume any type of depressant
such as Alcohol, Benzodiazepines or Opiates. Do not consume more than 1 bottle of
Crazy SauceTM in a 24-hour period.
Bottles are not sold individually on this website, but only in cases of 12. If you want to
purchase less than 12 bottles than please visit your local Crazy SauceTM retailer. If you do
not have a local retailer than ask a store in your town to carry it.
The only form of payment accepted on this website is ACH. This means you will need to
provide us with your banks routing number and your account number. We will withdraw
payment directly from you bank account.

CONTRACT AGREEMENT
To open the batch testing records for CRAZY SAUCETM, please use the lookup tool

below AFTER reading and agreeing to the contractual warnings identified below. By
purchasing Crazy SauceTM, accessing this web page, scrolling through the warnings
below, and/or using the batch testing lookup tool below, you are consenting to the full
agreement and the warnings stated below. This is the contract you are agreeing to.
If you do not agree with or are unable to abide by the terms of the stated warnings and
contract, you are to contact us for details on how to return the unopened bottle to us for a
full refund of the purchase price. Email refunds@outworldbotanicals.com requesting a
refund for the unopened, unadulterated CRAZY SAUCETM bottle. Outworld Botanicals,
LLC will provide additional information to you for processing the refund.
Crazy SauceTM is a unique, proprietary, blend of hemp derived cannabinoids placed into a
single dose tincture that gives an uplifting, creative, euphoria like effect which lasts
upwards of 6 to 8 hours. Effects generally will be felt 1 to 2 hours after consumption if
taken on an empty stomach, which is the preferred method. When taken on a full stomach
effects may not be felt for 2 to 3 hours. Taking Crazy Sauce will most likely lead to a
failed drug test for THC even though the Delta 9 THC levels are < 0.3%. Do not operate
any moving or stationary vehicle or equipment after taking Crazy SauceTM and keep it
away from anybody under the age of 18. Also, do not consume any type of depressant
such as Alcohol, Benzodiazepines or Opiates. Do not consume more than 1 bottle of
Crazy Sauce in a 24-hour period.
Bottles are not sold individually on this website, but only in cases of 12. If you want to
purchase less than 12 bottles than please visit your local Crazy SauceTM retailer. If you do
not have a local retailer than ask a store in your town to carry it.
WARNINGS (the CONTRACT):
By consuming this product, you agree that the warnings stated below are terms of a
contract between you (the consumer) and us (the manufacturer). If you do not agree with,
or are unable to abide by the terms of the stated warnings (the contract), you are to
contact us for details to return the unopened, unadulterated bottle to us for a full refund of
the purchase price. The terms are: If you decide to consume this product, for a minimum
of 24 hours afterward, Do NOT drive a movable vehicle and Do NOT operate ANY
machinery or a device of ANY kind. Do NOT handle sharp objects. Do NOT attempt to
perform ANY work or ANY action that would or could possibly cause ANY injury to
yourself, another person, an animal, a physical object of any kind or to anything spiritual.
Do NOT, under ANY circumstances, consume this product before, during and/or after
consuming depressants, such as alcohol, tranquilizers, and anti-anxiety medications. If
you take ANY medications or are under the care of a doctor for ANY reason, you are
REQUIRED to consult your doctor for advice BEFORE consuming this product,
especially to discuss ANY interactions you may have with CRAZY SAUCETM with ANY

medication you are taking or ANY procedure you may be undertaking. We REQUIRE
that when you consume our product, for the next 24 hours, you MUST consult the advice
of someone else, who is of full age and sound competence and sound judgement, to
whether your action would or could cause injury to you, another person, an animal, a
physical object of any kind or to anything spiritual. During those 24 hours after
consuming our product, the “someone else” you choose, who is of full age and sound
competence and sound judgement, MUST be present with you at ALL times. Do NOT
consume more than ONE bottle of this product every 24 hours, NO exceptions. It is
YOUR responsibility to determine how this product affects you and you AGREE to
accept ALL risks of using our products and AGREE to hold Outworld Botanicals, LLC
harmless against ANY claim, whatsoever, for using our product. If you, in violation of
this contract, cause ANY damage or harm to another person, another person’s animal,
another person’s physical object of any kind or to anything spiritual, you fully AGREE to
accept full responsibility for your actions and AGREE to defend Outworld Botanicals,
LLC, its officers, its employees and anyone and/or anything associated with Outworld
Botanicals, LLC from any claim resulting from YOUR actions with YOUR personal
financial assets, current and in the future. You further AGREE to bear the full financial
liability of your actions described in this paragraph. You AGREE that ingredients
contained in the CRAZY SAUCETM product are Water, Hemp Extract, Soapbark Extract,
and Potassium Sorbate. You AGREE that it is YOUR responsibility to research these
ingredients, consult a doctor if needed to discuss the ingredients, and know if you have,
or may have, an adverse reaction to ANY of these ingredients, and if so, you AGREE to
NOT take this product. You further AGREE that ANY costs or expenses that you incur
due to consuming this product, including ANY costs and expenses due to ANY adverse
reactions, whether previously known or not known, are your FULL responsibility alone
and AGREE to hold Outworld Botanicals, LLC indemnified from ANY legal action,
legal costs, medical actions, and medical costs, and AGREE that Outworld Botanicals,
LLC is NOT responsible for ANY financial costs or losses associated with such actions.
If you have any questions regarding our legal disclosure and contract, it is your
responsibility to consult an attorney, and you AGREE to do so BEFORE consuming
CRAZY SAUCETM.

Crazy SauceTM Certificate OF Analysis
Click on the Batch# below that corresponds with the one on your bottle of Crazy
SauceTM.

Description
Crazy SauceTM is a unique, proprietary, blend of hemp derived cannabinoids placed into a
single dose tincture that gives an uplifting, creative, euphoria like effect which lasts

upwards of 6 to 8 hours. Effects generally will be felt 1 to 2 hours after consumption if
taken on an empty stomach, which is the preferred method. When taken on a full stomach
effects may not be felt for 2 to 3 hours. Taking Crazy Sauce will most likely lead to a
failed drug test for THC even though the Delta 9 THC levels are < 0.3%. Do not operate
any moving or stationary vehicle or equipment after taking Crazy SauceTM and keep it
away from anybody under the age of 18. Also, do not consume any type of depressant
such as Alcohol, Benzodiazepines or Opiates. Do not consume more than 1 bottle of
Crazy SauceTM in a 24-hour period.
Bottles are not sold individually on this website, but only in cases of 12. If you want to
purchase less than 12 bottles than please visit your local Crazy SauceTM retailer. If you do
not have a local retailer than ask a store in your town to carry it.
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